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Comments:
I'm commenting regarding the potential change to the forest management plan. I'm fine with changing some of
he forest to wilderness but I believe that the King Mountain area above Moore Idaho needs to be kept
accessible. Reasons being.
King Mt is an access for a hang gliding launch site. It is nationally known. Last season the road was not graded
as usually is and it caused a stir nationally in the Hang gliding community.
Hang gliding sites are hard to come by, there needs to be a access road to a mountain that is facing into the
prevailing wind. There needs to be a landing site at the bottom. King mountain has these. Not to mention a
grass landing strip at the bottom for hang gliders and sail planes, (King Mt Glider Park).
This site should be grandfathered in as it has been a Nationally known site for since the 1980s.
Hang gliding and paragliding have little to no impact on the environment except the the access road which is
already in place. We don't make noise, ruts, litter or any other trauma that horses, hikers, 4 wheelers, and even
hunters.
I just found out about this comment period so I'm sure that there are a huge number of people who will not be
commenting who otherwise would. Consider this email representing thousands of people. Every pilot traveling
through the west from the United States and Abroad will usually stop and fly the famous King Mountain.
Please don't shut us out - instead keep the road maintained. You are us and this is what we want.
Thank You for your consideration.
Kurt Wimberg

